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ABSTRACT 

 The main purpose of this paper is to study right(left) −S Weakly 

regular rings. also we give some properties of −S Weakly regular rings, 

and the connection between such rings and CS-rings, MGP-rings and SSGP-

rings. 
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  S−-الحلقات المنتظمة الضعيفة من النمط 

 شهلة مؤيد خليل

 كلية علوم الحاسوب والرياضيات

 جامعة الموصل 

 30/9/2009تاريخ قبول البحث: 28/12/2009تاريخ استالم البحث:

 الملخص

. S−دراسة الحلقات المنتظمة الضعيفة من النمط الهدف الرئيسي من هذا البحث هو
باإلضافة إلى بعض الخواص األساسية لهذه الحلقات وعالقاتها مع الحلقات األخرى مثل الحلقات 

 .  SSGP-والحلقات من النمط  MGP–، الحلقات من النمط   CS-من النمط 
،    CS–الحلقات من النمط  ،S−ة من النمطالحلقات المنتظمة الضعيف الكلمات المفتاحية:
 .  SSGP-الحلقات من النمط ،  MGP–الحلقات من النمط 

1- Introduction 

 Throughout this paper. R is an associative ring with identity. A ring 

R is said to be right(left) S-weakly regular ring if for each Ra , 

)( 22 RaRaaRaRaa  . 
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 This concept was introduced by W.B. Vasantha kandasamy [7]. As a 

generalization of this concept the authors in [3] defined −S Weakly 

regular ring that is a ring such that  for each Ra , there exists a positive 

integer n , )( 22 nnnnnn aRaRaRaRaa  . In the present work we develop 

further properties of  −S Weakly regular rings, and we give the connection 

of −S Weakly regular rings with other rings. 
 

Recall that:- 

1-  An ideal I  of a ring R  is called right(left) GP- ideal if for every 

Ra , there exists Rb  and a positive integer n  such that 

)( nnnn baabaa == . [6] 

2-  A ring R is said to be a right MGP-ring if and only if every maximal 

right ideal is left GP-ideal.[6] 

3- R is called reduced if it has no non nilpotent elements. 

4- According to cohn [1], a ring R is called reversible if 0=ab  implies 

0=ba  for Rba , . It is easy to see that R is reversible if and only if 

right (left) annihilator of  a  in R is two sided ideal. 

5- A ring R is said to be right SSGP-ring if every simple singular right R- 

module is GP- injective [4]. 

6- )(RJ denote  the Jacobson radical. 

2- −S Weakly regular rings 

In this section we give some of  basic properties, as well as a 

connection between CS-rings, MGP-rings, SSGP-rings and −S Weakly 

regular rings.  

begins with the following definition . 

Definition 2.1:[3] 

 R  is called right (left) −S Weakly regular ring if for each 

Ra , there exists a positive integer )(ann = depending on a  such that 

)( 22 nnnnnn aRaRaRaRaa  . R  is called −S Weakly regular ring if 

it is both right and left −S Weakly regular ring. 

Theorem2.2: 

Let R be −S Weakly regular ring and nn aRRa =  with 

)()( arar n   for every Ra  and a positive integer n , then )0()( =RJ . 

Proof: 

Let )(0 RJa , if  RaraR + )( , then there exists a maximal 

right ideal M  containing )(araR + , since R is −S Weakly regular ring, 
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then there exists Rcb ,  and a positive integer n  such that cbaaa nnn 2= , 

so 0)1( 2 =− cbaa nn  implies that Mararcba nn − )()()1( 2  so M1  

a contradiction. Therefore RaraR =+ )( , in particular 1=+ dab  for some 

)(, ardRb  , so aba =2  implies 0)1( =− aba  since )(RJa , so there 

exists an invertible element v  in R such that 1)1( =− vab  multiply in the 

left by a , avbaa =− )( 2  implies 0=a . Therefore )0()( =RJ . 

Theorem 2.3: 

Let R  be a ring with out identity and with out divisors of zero. Then 

R  is −S Weakly regular ring if and only if for every Ra  there exists 

Rcb ,  and a positive integer n  with cbaaa nnn 2= . 

 

Proof: 

Given a ring R  with out identity and with out divisors of zero. Let 

R  be  −S Weakly regular ring. Then for every Ra  we have 

RRaaa nnn 2  , thus cbaaa nnn 2=  for some Rcb , . 

Conversely, if cbaaa nnn 2=  for every Ra , and a positive integer n  we 

have obviously R  to the −S  Weakly regular ring and given R  has no 

identity and zero divisors. 

The following result is a connection between MGP- ring and 

−S Weakly regular ring by adding reversible condition. 

Theorem 2.4: 

Let R  be a right MGP-ring and reversible ring. Then R  is a right 

−S Weakly regular ring. 

Proof: 

Let R  be a right MGP- ring, to prove R is a right −S Weakly 

regular ring, let RarRRa nn =+ )(2 , if not then there exists a maximal right 

ideal M  containing )(2 nn arRRa +  such that MarRRa nn + )(2 , since R 

is a right MGP- ring, then every maximal right ideal of R is left GP-ideal. 

Then for all Ma , there exists Mb  and a positive integer n              

such that 
nn baa =  then 0=− nn baa , implies 0)1( =− nab  

and Maralb nn =− )()()1(  ( R  is reversible ring), hence M1 , a 

contradiction, hence RarRRa nn =+ )(2 . Then 12 =+ dcba n
, for some 
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Rcb ,  and )( nard   implies that nnnn adacbaa =+2 . Therefore 

RRaaa nnn 2 , so R  is a right −S Weakly regular ring. 

Example: 

Let 12Z  be the ring of integers module 12 , then the maximal ideals, 

}10,8,6,4,2,{,}9,6,3,{ oJoI ==  are GP-ideal, hence 12Z  is a right MGP-

ring and a right −S Weakly regular ring. 

Definition 2.5:[2] 

A ring R is said to be right (left) CS- ring if every non zero right 

(left) ideal is essential in a direct summand. 

The next result gives a sufficient condition for CS- ring to be 

−S Weakly regular ring. 

 

 

Theorem 2.6: 

Let R  be a reversible right CS- ring and )()( 2 nn arar   for every 

Ra  and a positive integer n . Then R  is a −S Weakly regular ring. 

Proof: 

Let Ra0  such that RarRRa nn =+ )(2 , if not then there exists a 

maximal right ideal M  containing )(2 nn arRRa +  since M  is a direct 

summand, there exists K  right ideal such that RKM = ,                      

this meaning 0)(2 =+ KarRRa nn , which implies that 

02 = KMMKKRRa n , then )()( 2 nn ararK  , hence 

MarK n  )(  but 0=KM , contradiction, if 0Ka , 

0= KMKa  implies that 0=Ka , contradiction, hence 

RarRRa nn =+ )(2 , in particular 12 =+ tsra n
, where Rsr ,  and 

)( nart  , so 
nnnn atasara =+2
 henc1e 0=nta  (since )()( nn alart =  

R  is reversible ring ), implies 
nnn asara =2
, then 

nnn RaRaa 2  as well as 
nnnn atasraa =+2
, so RRaaa nnn 2 . Therefore R is a −S Weakly 

regular ring. 

The following result is due to S.B. Nam [4]. 

Lemma 2.7:[4] 

Let R  be a SSGP- ring and )()( aral   for every Ra . Then R  is 

a reduced ring.  
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Proposition 2.8: 

Let R be a SSGP- ring and )()( aral   for every Ra . Then R  is 

−S Weakly regular ring. 

Proof: 

Assume that R  is SSGP- ring and )()( aral   for every Ra , then 

by Lemma 2.8, R is reduced ring. We will show that RarRRa nn =+ )(2 , 

for any Ra  and a positive integer n . Suppose that RarRRa nn + )(2 . 

Then there exists a maximal right ideal M  of R containing )(2 nn arRRa + . 

Thus MR /  is GP- injective, so any R- homomorphism of 

MRRa n /2 → extends to one of R into MR / . Let MRRaf n /: 2 →  be 

defined by Mttaf n +=)( 2 , for all Rt . Since R is reduced ring, then f  

is a well-defined R- homomorphism. Now, MR /  is GP-injective. So there 

exists Rc  such that McaafM nn +==+ 22 )(1 . Hence Mca n − 21  and 

so M1 , which is a contradiction. Therefore RarRRa nn =+ )(2 . In 

particular, xdba n += 21  for some Rdb ,  and )( narx . Therefore 

dbaaa nnn 2= .So RRaaRa nnn 2=  and hence R  is −S Weakly regular 

ring. 
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